The Story in Brief

Creation of an intelligent electricity grid
promises utilities and their customers
substantial advances in power reliability
and enhanced services. By offering a
vision for such a system and pursuing
the development of its technical foundation and implementation tools, the
IntelliGridSM Consortium strives to help
the electricity industry evolve the grid
into an integrated energy and communications system on a continental scale.
The effort is not a centralized, top-down
makeover, but rather a distributed,
bottom-up transformation created by
individual companies adding advanced
capabilities piece by piece onto the
existing grid. And it’s already happening: the first IntelliGrid implementation
projects are now under way at utilities.

by Paul Haase

O

ver the past one hundred years,
the electricity industry has cre
ated a wonder of the age—the vast electric
power delivery network that fueled the
tremendous industrial development of the
twentieth century. The power grid, as it
has come to be called, was not designed
from a grand top-down plan but rather
took form from the incremental additions
made by hundreds of different compa
nies. These companies discovered the
genius of the grid: interconnection. By
integrating their own systems with those
of their neighbors, power companies
were able to lend and borrow power, back
each other up during emergencies, and
bring unprecedented efficiency and reli
ability to the electricity enterprise. The
network of wires and transformers and
switches, created through individual proj
ects by individual companies over a period
of decades, evolved into a $400 billion
assemblage that now spans the continent.
It’s been called the largest and most reli
able machine in the world and has been
ranked the top engineering achievement
of the last century. No single organization
planned or built the grid, and to this day,
no single entity oversees it; the grid oper
ates through the cooperation of hundreds
of electricity companies.
The industrial age of the past century
has now given way to the digital age. Over
the last few decades, advances in diverse
fields—solid-state electronics, micropro
cessors, sensors, communications, and information technology (IT)—have trans
formed society and commerce, permanently
increasing our capabilities and expecta
tions. Not surprisingly, these advances
also present new opportunities for operat
ing and using the power network, oppor
tunities undreamed of when the grid first
formed. For the power system itself, there
is the possibility of creating a nimbler,
more flexible network that marries electric
power with cutting-edge communication
and computing capabilities—an intelli
gent grid that can predict power problems
before they get out of hand and heal itself
when damage is unavoidable. For electric
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ity customers, a smart grid means not only
enhanced power reliability and security
but new services that can add value to
electricity while controlling its cost. For
example, customers may be able to moni
tor their home energy use in real time,
choose from a menu of service packages
that best fit their energy needs and use
patterns, and even sell excess electricity
from rooftop solar cells back to their
power provider.
The promise of digital functionality for
the power grid clearly carries advantages
for utilities and ratepayers alike. But how
will this change come about, given that no
one owns or is responsible for the North
American network as a whole? As with the
additive, convergent formation of the early
power grid, it will be a migration rather
than a sudden transformation: the intel
ligent grid will come from the gradual
confluence of innovative projects under
taken by individual companies. As EPRI
CEO Steven Specker explains it, “The
revolution will be evolution.” But while
the new smart devices and technologies
developed for these projects will be of
value individually, the greater benefit to
the power network will be realized only
when they all work together. To ensure
that the individual sensing, communica
tions, and computing equipment installed
over the coming years will be able to be
integrated with other systems and, even
tually, come together to form a single
machine, the power network needs an
overall architecture—that is, common
methods and tools for planning and
designing these smart systems, and a com
plete suite of standards.
Developing this architecture has been
the early mission of the IntelliGrid SM Con
sortium. This international consortium,
formerly known as CEIDS (Consortium
for Electric Infrastructure to Support a
Digital Society), is a collaborative effort
of EPRI, electric utilities, public agencies,
and leading equipment manufacturers—
all working together to accelerate the evo
lution of today’s power delivery infra
structure. The strategy that the IntelliGrid

Consortium has developed to accomplish
this goal is to (1) assemble a group rep
resenting all stakeholders to promote a
common vision; (2) adopt an iterative,
adaptive planning process that allows
the best possible decisions to be made,
given the current uncertainties; (3) con
duct R&D efforts so that the needed
methods, tools, and technologies for integration can be developed; (4) support
demonstration projects that advance the
IntelliGrid concepts and raise the aware
ness of what is possible; and (5) coordi
nate activities with other R&D efforts
and make results widely available to
encourage additional applications.
The first order of business is the devel
opment of the IntelliGrid architecture—
an open-standards-based architecture for
integrating the data communication net
works and smart equipment needed to
support the power delivery system of
the future. Two special efforts are also
being pursued in parallel because of their
importance in implementing key applica
tions. First, advanced systems for grid
control will require real-time simulation
and modeling capabilities; this is a basic
requirement for a self-healing grid. The
fast simulation and modeling project is
developing an open software platform to
provide the suite of simulation and mod
eling tools to support future electricity
transmission and distribution system operations, planning, and management. The
second special need is for the development
of a consumer portal—essentially a twoway communication link between utilities
and their customers that will facilitate the
interactive exchange of information.
The Multidimensional
Challenge
“IntelliGrid represents a process for deal
ing with the power grid as a perpetual
system—one that is replaced completely
many times, part by part over its lifespan,
as are air traffic control systems and bank
IT systems,” says Richard Schomberg,
vice president for research, Electricité
de France International North America.

“Today’s opportunity is to interconnect
enterprise information systems with phys
ical operation systems. Doing so dramat
ically increases the value of the overall
system, by adding intelligence and com
munication on top of conventional infra
structure and well-known subsystems.”
But adding progressively increasing
amounts of intelligence to a continentalscale power network won’t come easily.
Technical challenges revolve around inte
grating communications among massive
numbers of sensors and microprocessorembedded smart devices on the grid;
crunching data sufficiently fast to under
stand changes in real time; and coordinat
ing myriad grid controls to address upsets
quickly and automatically. Recent Intelli
Grid Consortium efforts focus on these
areas. The open-standards-based Intelli
Grid architecture provides a process and
tools to help utilities plan and design smart
systems in a way that will make integra
tion with other systems easier. But mov
ing from the possible to the practical can
be extremely difficult, especially when it
involves melding new information tech
nology systems with established hardware
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systems. “Industrial experience shows that
adding IT systems to traditional infrastruc
ture very often causes system complexity
to explode beyond currently feasible lim
its,” Schomberg says. “Manageable bound
aries may be crossed without realizing it.”
Indeed, a number of high-profile IT/
infrastructure projects have recently suc
cumbed to just this problem. February
saw the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investi
gation scrap its new, $170 million com
puterized anti-terrorist casework system.
And in June, United Airlines finally shut
down its dysfunctional automatic
bag
Energy
gage-handling system at DenverMarkets
Interna
tional Airport after spending 10 years and
$230 million trying to get it to work. The
list goes on. According to IT consultant
Bruce Webster, “Humanity has been devel
oping information technology for half a
century. That experience has taught us
this unpleasant truth: virtually every information technology project above a cer
tain size or complexity is significantly late
AMR
and over budget or fails altogether.” Yet
some projects succeed, tantalizing with
their promise. For instance, in 2003, Lon
don implemented an elaborate video-
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based automatic toll system that reduced
traffic congestion within the city’s central
core by up to 30%. The cost in money
and time—$116 million and little more
than one year—is but a tiny fraction of
what it would take to expand the roads
themselves, were that even feasible.
A Plan for Success
What can be done to ensure that power
grid enhancement ends up on the success
side of the ledger? After all, many of the
North American power system’s charac
teristics would
seem to work Real-Time
against any
Outage
comprehensive
grid upgrade.Contngency
First there’s
Management
the sheer size of the project, which involves
hundreds of millions of customers spread
across a continent. Then there’s the tech
nical complexity: for a future intelligent
grid to function, billions of bits of data
must travel the power system as freely as
does electricity now. And all the work
must be coordinated across the hundreds
SCADA
of companies—each
with its own person
Protection own
ality and business priorities—that
the many pieces of the grid.
To deal with these issues, the Intelli
Grid Consortium is working to rally the
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Today’s intelligent systems tend to be developed in isolation and are often connected to the utility system through proprietary communication
interfaces (left). Because there is little integrative planning, systems that could benefit from common data and communications—outage management
and automatic meter reading (AMR), for example—have difficulty “speaking” to each other. The IntelliGrid approach (right) defines standardized
interfaces first and promotes the use of a common language; basic needs such as security and data management are built into the system from the
outset. As a Energy
result, new applications
can be added toReal-Time
the architecture more easily and effectively.
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disparate members of the power industry
community around a central vision, create
a comprehensive and sound technical foun
dation for grid intelligence, and promote
a modular, phased approach that can be
adopted by individual companies either
immediately or further down the road to
advance their own strategic objectives.
Outreach efforts now under way aim to
engage the entire power community: elec
tric utilities, public agencies, and equip
ment manufacturers.
To avoid problems of system complex
ity and compatibility, IntelliGrid recom
mends specific methods, tools, and stan
dards that help projects sidestep common
pitfalls. For example, one of the perennial
mistakes for IT/infrastructure projects is
to choose an existing solution technology
first and then try to work the application
around the inevitable limitations of the
technology. To avoid the tendency of
technology to drive IT projects, Intelli
Grid promotes a rigorous requirementsdriven approach. A so-called use case pro
cess helps participants sharply define the
applications that will accomplish their
objectives and identify the requirements
of the desired system; only then are the
requirements mapped to the appropriate
technology solutions. IntelliGrid has developed and made available templates and
other tools that support the use case pro
cess; standard strategies address common
challenges, such as migrating to open sys
tems and implementing security. “Intelli
Grid is all about requirements first, analy
sis second, and technology selection last,”
says Joe Hughes, project manger for the
IntelliGrid architecture.
When it does come to technology selec
tion, the IntelliGrid architecture provides
the mortar that will allow all pieces of the
smart grid to work together. When the
IntelliGrid architecture is used to develop
a smart application on any particular part
of the grid—on the transmission or distri
bution system or at the customer site—the
application inherits the embedded capabil
ity to interoperate with all the other parts.
The architecture’s integrative mortar and
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a growing repository of project “bricks”
allow the industry to build intelligence
into the grid modularly over time while
avoiding the explosion of complexity that
has plagued other IT-based projects.
In 2005, the first IntelliGrid projects
began to put technologies and the Intelli
Grid foundation to the test. Some of these
projects are real-world, full-scale efforts
by utilities and public agencies; others test
and demonstrate concepts or technolo
gies. As companies work through these
implementations, the consortium is docu
menting the lessons learned in order to
transfer the knowledge gained to Intelli
Grid partners and the power industry.
Risk Mitigation Through
Data Integration
One early IntelliGrid project sees Ari
zona-based Salt River Project (SRP)
working to integrate all intelligent elec
tronic devices at its Browning 500-kV/
230-kV transmission substation. Large
receiving stations such as Browning rep
resent significant investments. Protecting
these investments from failure or other
unplanned events is of paramount impor
tance. SRP’s Browning Integration Proj
ect will demonstrate how data integration
can help a utility manage risk, while pro
viding smart information that is both
timely and useful. Benefits include improved system reliability, better planning
of equipment maintenance, and reduced
response time for outages.
SRP currently receives raw real-time
data about system faults and substation
equipment condition, but the information
is not interpretive, integrated, or central
ized. More than 50 sensors report faults,
equipment conditions, and other issues
without providing coordinated communi
cations and analysis that can be acted on
in a timely manner.
Such conditions typify the use of intel
ligent devices throughout the power grid,
where microprocessors have enabled indi
vidual devices to capture more and better
data but have not made possible the interdevice communications that can turn

massive quantities of data into immediate
knowledge for support personnel. SRP’s
objective with IntelliGrid is to create a
system that processes these raw data into
instantly useful information and to make
those results available on the desktop PCs
of maintenance, engineering, and plan
ning groups.
Using the IntelliGrid approach, SRP
can connect the intelligent devices—and
any future additions—at the Browning
substation to a common data network by
means of a common information model.
Initially, the DNP3 protocol will continue
to be used for basic device communi
cations. An innovative feature of this Intel
liGrid project is the application of IEC
61850 information modeling methods to
DNP3; IEC 61850, an outgrowth of
EPRI’s earlier UCA work, is an integral
part of the IntelliGrid architecture. This
approach will make it possible to manage
intelligent electronic device configuration
by means of a more-disciplined and
deterministic approach than the classic
method of maintaining massive, hard-tomaintain spreadsheets (points lists). The
common information model, recom
mended in the foundational IntelliGrid
reference architecture, employs a common
data representation and common lan
guage. Data representation and language
both follow open, nonproprietary interna
tional standards. As a result, all data can
be transported from where they are cre
ated to where they are needed, and in a
common format for analysis.
The model, however, is not so easy to put
into practice. For example, just rational
izing data from two monitors with differ
ent temperature readings may be difficult.
Perhaps one monitor reads temperature
in degrees Fahrenheit and the other in
degrees Celsius; or one monitor reports
data to two decimal places and the other
to four. These are just a few examples of
the hurdles to be cleared. Extensive data
decoding, manipulation, translation, and
recoding are necessary to create the object
model translators to put the various find
ings into the common IntelliGrid repre

Example: IntelliGrid Deals With a Heat Wave
IntelliGrid’s real-time assessment and control capabilities will help utili-
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sentation and language. And missing
equipment manuals, long-gone manufac
turers, and retired expertise add real-world
complications to the challenge of object
model programming.
At present, SRP is completing the Intelli
Grid use case templates for the Browning
integration project. These templates iden
tify the data the utility needs to collect at
Browning substation on the basis of how
the data will be used. The use case informa
tion defines the project requirements—in
particular, what object models are needed
to connect the intelligent devices at the
substation to the new common informa
tion bus. Some of these models exist
already, and the others will be developed
as needed in later phases of the project.
Infrastructure for Automated
Meter Reading
TXU Electric Delivery of Dallas, Texas,
is making early use of the IntelliGrid
approach to refine its efforts to implement automated meter reading (AMR)
for its entire system—some three million
meters—within the next few years. This
$400 million project challenges the Intel
liGrid concept. The sheer number of
meters makes for a daunting task: swap
ping out three million of anything is not
trivial. And tight economics, proprietary
data systems, and the need to support
additional applications make TXU’s enter
prise AMR task even tougher.
Fundamentally, AMR requires intelli
gent digital meters that automatically communicate energy use to a utility data cen
ter. By contrast, conventional electromechanical meters indicate energy use on
dials or displays that must be read by hand.
Over the years, utilities have become very
efficient at reading such meters, to the
point that meter reading costs less than $8
per meter per year. This low figure means
that the economic justification for switch
ing to an AMR system must be founded
on careful analysis of every aspect of the
system. To justify a changeover, utilities
typically demand additional benefits from
their new digital meter-and-communica
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tions infrastructure. Many possibilities
exist. TXU expects to use AMR to speed
the connection of electric service for hightransient locations through remote con
nection, to close accounts more quickly for
customers who move by reading the meters nearly instantaneously, and to detect

IntelliGrid’s
modular, phased
approach can
be adopted by
individual companies
either immediately
or further down
the road to
advance their own
strategic objectives.
and manage power outages for faster res
toration of service. In the future, AMR
may also offer the capability of providing
other services to market participants.
The trick to leveraging multiple benefits
from interlinked intelligent meters is sim
ilar to that for intelligent devices at a sub
station: collecting and integrating dis
persed data from the meters and moving
the data into different utility computer
applications for use by various depart
ments. Not only must different equipment
types, proprietary data representations,
and diverse data languages be accommo
dated (as at a substation), but data must
be exchanged among many groups: retail
energy sales organizations, customer oper
ations, distribution operations, reliability
management operations, and so on.

Although TXU began its AMR change
over before the IntelliGrid architecture
was complete, early application of Intel
liGrid principles has caused the utility
to change its original plans. TXU created
a systems integrator/middleware vendor
evaluation process that resulted in higher
scores for proposals that are consistent
with key IntelliGrid principles and tech
nologies. The result of this process was the
selection of a vendor that has committed
to implement standardized interfaces and
information models at the enterprise level
that make data from proprietary metering
systems available for company-wide appli
cations at TXU and promote cross-depart
ment data exchange and migration to
open-standards equipment in the future.
A Vision of the Future
An intelligent grid for North America
won’t be built in a day—or a decade. But
the vision of a digital-age power delivery
system is compelling, and the way to
build it is becoming clear: plan carefully
and integratively, incorporate flexibility,
start small, and build on successes. The
IntelliGrid foundation ensures that com
pliant intelligent equipment installed
today will function with new equipment
long into the future. Consequently, indi
vidual automation projects—to test new
technologies, to realize competitive advantage, or for any other purpose—can
be undertaken with confidence that the
equipment will later become part of an
integrated network. As existing and new
intelligent systems coalesce over time to
create more and more intelligence on the
grid, a revolutionary, truly intelligent grid
will eventually emerge. As Don Von Dol
len, EPRI program manager for Intelli
Grid, points out, it’s happening now:
“Utilities install intelligent electronic devices every day, so every day brings an opportunity to build the grid of the future.”
Background information for this article
was provided by Don Von Dollen (dvondoll@
epri.com), Joe Hughes (jhughes@epri.com),
and Richard Schomberg.

